
5 GREAT RELATIONSHIPS IN CONFUCIANISM

The Confucianism holds the five key relationships. The subject to his ruler, the wife to her husband, the son to his
parents, and the younger brother to the older brother. The Five Bonds are: ruler to ruled, father to son, husband to wife,
elder brother to younger brother, friend.

When proprieties and music do not flourish, punishments will not be properly awarded. The junzi disciplines
himself. This reflects Confucius' teaching that the oldest son is next in line to hold authority in the house
following the death of a father. All these duties take the practical form of prescribed rituals, for instance
wedding and death rituals. The superior man [Junzi] cannot care about the everything, just as he cannot go to
check all himself! The Five Relationships Confucius specifies the five important relationships that an
individual is a part of. In addition, loyalty does not mean subservience to authority. There are many
characteristics of the junzi: he may live in poverty , he does more and speaks less, he is loyal , obedient and
knowledgeable. Li also means religious rites which establish relations between humanity and the gods. If the
ruler is evil, then the people have the right to overthrow him. Rectification of names Main article:
Rectification of names Confucius believed that social disorder often stemmed from failure to perceive,
understand, and deal with reality. To Confucius, a good ruler is benevolent, and the ruler's subjects are loyal.
Therefore, Confucius emphasized the importance of rituals or a code of good conduct for a society. This may
be true especially in times of social chaos, such as during the period of the Ming-Qing transition. Like filial
piety, loyalty was often subverted by the autocratic regimes in China. What will you consider the first thing to
be done? Among all things of creation, humans themselves are "central" because they have the ability to
cultivate and centre natural forces. Confucius pictured the society like a giant wheel with the monarchy, the
king, as the axis around which everything spins. If he maintains each of those relationships dutifully, the
society will stabilize and prosper automatically. Finally two friends should be considerate and respectful of
each other. These stories depict how children exercised their filial piety in the past. The only relationship
where respect for elders isn't stressed was the friend to friend relationship, where mutual equal respect is
emphasised instead. A father is loving to his son, and the son demonstrates reverence to his father. It is a
symbol of the "protean" supreme power which has in itself both yin and yang. The individual stands
simultaneously in several different relationships with different people: as a junior in relation to parents and
elders, and as a senior in relation to younger siblings, students, and others. Li is a concept within
Confucianism that dictates how those who practice it should prioritize their lives. If names be not correct,
language is not in accordance with the truth of things. In Zhou theology, Tian had no singular earthly progeny,
but bestowed divine favour on virtuous rulers. The petty person is egotistic and does not consider the
consequences of his action in the overall scheme of things. Didier and David Pankenier relate the shapes of
both the ancient Chinese characters for Di and Tian to the patterns of stars in the northern skies, either drawn,
in Didier's theory by connecting the constellations bracketing the north celestial pole as a square, [66] or in
Pankenier's theory by connecting some of the stars which form the constellations of the Big Dipper and
broader Ursa Major , and Ursa Minor. Confucianism, also known as the Ru school in Chinese philosophy, is
based on the teachings of Confucius compiled by his students and named the Lunyu or the Analects. It is about
helping out others. A husband should be good to his wife, and his wife should, in turn, be obedient. Confucius
created the model of junzi, gentleman, which may be achieved by any individual.


